Abstract-Authenticated Encryption (AE) is a technique combines both security and authenticity of data. This paper introduces two possible attacks over AEGIS AE algorithm, which are error propagation and tag changing attacks. The first attack is sending incorrect ciphertext for error propagation, that will results in incorrect decryption of all next ciphertexts then retransmission is done which leads to large time delay. The second attack is changing the sent authenticated tag that will result incorrect tag calculation at the receiver. Tag Generation functions dependent on XOR function (linear function) as in AEGIS make the encryption algorithms vulnerable to tag changing attack. In the introduced paper, the proposed solutions are done regarding two security mechanisms which are tag partitioning and check tag resulted from nonlinear function. Tag partitioning is a process to divide the tag into parts this will reduce the time delay of retransmission and non-linear function usage to overcome XOR function problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data Protection requires the protection of both confidentiality and authenticity. Many solutions for the privacy and authentication problems have existed for decades, and the traditional approach to solving both simultaneously has been to combine them in a straightforward manner using so-called "generic composition." However, recently there have been a number of new constructions which achieve both privacy and authenticity simultaneously, often much faster than any solution which uses generic composition. Authenticated Encryption (AE) [1] is a technique used to provide both secrecy and authenticity of transported information. An AE scheme is usually more complicated than confidentialityonly or authenticity-only schemes. However, it is easier to use, because it usually needs only a single key, and is more robust, because there is less freedom for the user to do something wrong.
At transmitter side, AE algorithms generally generate Ciphertext (C) and then generate the Authentication Tag (T) after the encryption process [2] to ensure data integrity. Both encryption and authentication are done at the same time. The Tag is a message that authenticates the transmitted ciphertext, to make sure that this cipher did not changed. The most well-known Authenticated Encryption Algorithm AEGIS [3] generates the authentication Tag by Xoring the five internal states with each other's as in Fig. 1 . Xoring the five internal states with each other's to generate the Authentication Tag makes the algorithm susceptible to tag changing attack where attacker can change one ciphertext to change the five internal states at receiver this results in incorrect decryption on proceeding ciphertexts as in (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Using XOR (Linear) function to generate the Authentication Tag is a Wrong security procedure as shown in the following equations:
(1)
S u+i+1 = StateUpdate128 (S u+i , P i ) (7)
where: m i ... is a 16-byte message block. S i+1, n ... is the output number n (n from 0 to 4) that will be XORed to get the tag. Therefore, when the attacker changes one output ciphertext (C out ) or more, this attack will result in a serious problem in AEGIS algorithm where all internal states will be changed resulted in incorrect decryption. Also, when the attacker sends incorrect ciphertext, this will result in error propagation at receiver side. In AEGIS the decryption of new ciphertext depends on the previous ciphertext. Therefore, in case of changing one ciphertext, error propagation will occur as in (10) .
Instead of using (S i+1, 0 ) in equation (1) This check tag will be generated at the transmitter side and will be checked at the receiver side by comparing the received check tag with the generated check tag at receiver. AEGIS tag depends on the five internal states as in Fig. 1 . Two opposite changes in two internal states will result in the same tag. These changes will result in different ciphertext with the same tag. The importance of Non-Linear Modulo Multiplication Function is introduced regarding that the tag depends on ciphertexts in non-linear function not XOR linear function on the internal states. Also, in this paper a tag partitioning mechanism is introduced to mitigate error propagation attack in AEGIS. Tag partitioning is introduced to reduce the time delay of retransmitting the wrong blocks during transmission where every 1024 blocks plaintext has a separate Tag.
A. Contributions
The contributions in the proposed model are two mechanisms:
B. Tag Generation Depending on Non-linear Function
In this paper, a check tag value resulted from Non-Linear Modulo Multiplication function is introduced. The check tag value is generated from:
 Every 1024 output ciphertexts are XORed to get C equivalent .  C equivalent split into 8 parts (E 1 , E 2 ... E 8 ).
 Every E n (n= 1, 2... 8) is modulo (2 16 +1) multiplied with pre-shared key (K) to get T n .  T equivalent is the check tag value which resulted from concatenating T 1 to T 8 .
C. Tag Partitioning
Tag Partitioning is a technique used to reduce the time delay of retransmitting the wrong blocks during transmission. In the proposed Tag Partitioning method, every 1024 output ciphertexts are segmented and has a Tag. The Authentication Tag (AT) is created and attached to the related segment in the padding of the IP communication protocol to reduce the size of transmission then sent to the receiver side. This Tag Partitioning method will decrease the time delay of transmission of wrong ciphertexts.
D. Outline of the Paper
Section II introduces the related work. Section III introduces the Proposed Models. Section IV presents the Security Analysis. Section 5 presents a comparison between AGEIS and Modified AEGIS. And section 6concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, related works are introduced as the following:
E. AEGIS AEGIS [3] is AE online mode of operation which provides both authenticity and confidentiality in one shot. AEGIS is constructed on the basis of using AES encryption round function. There are 3 types of AEGIS which are AEGIS-128L, AEGIS-128 and AEGIS-256. AEGIS-128L uses eight AES round functions to process a 32-byte message block (one step). AEGIS-128 processes a 16-byte message block with 5 AES round functions, and AEGIS-256 uses 6 AES round functions. The computational cost of AEGIS is about half that of AES. In AEGIS the message used to update the state of the cipher text as shown in Fig. 1 . AEGIS is very fast. AEGIS-128L, AEGIS-128 and AEGIS-256 are about 0.48cpb, 0.66 cpb and 0.70 cpb, respectively. The speed of AEGIS-128L is faster than that of AES in counter (CTR) mode, and is about 8 times than that of AES encryption in CBC mode. AEGIS algorithm provides high security. As long as the nonce is not reused, it is hard to recover the AEGIS state and key faster than exhaustive key search (under the assumption that a 128-bit authentication tag is used, and the forgery attack cannot be repeated for the same key for more than 2128 times). Usually AEGIS is used for network communication to protect a packet while leaving the packet header unencrypted. 
F. Tag Generation in AEGIS
In AEGIS After generation of all ciphertext, the Authentication Tag (T) is generated by Xoring the internal states S to generate the Authentication Tag, as in equations (1-9).
G. Attacks on Authenticated Encryption Algorithms
There are many attacks [5] - [11] that may encounter Authenticated Encryption Algorithms. We make these under consideration when proposing the Tag generation function. Examples of these attacks are:
1 
A. Traditional Data Integrity Check
The authentication tag is generated by Xoring all output ciphertexts (C) as in (11): 
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where n is the number of all output ciphertexts.
B. Attacked Data Integrity
From (11) C total equals:
Then T is the result of XORing C total with C n as in (13):
Attacker will get C total by Xoring equation (13) with C n as following:
Note that (x  x = ̅ "complement value", to get
Now the attacker has ̅ total , then, he can get ( ̿ total = C total ), if he changes C n to and change T to T attacked , equation (13) will be:
The receiver side will receive and the associated T attacked and will not notice any changes.
C. Proposed Data Integrity Check
In the proposed data integrity check, we get the check tag value (T equivalent ) as follows:
where, C equivalent splits into eight parts (E i ... i from 1 to 8).
Key
In the proposed data integrity check, attacker will not be able to change the tag without detecting this change at receiver side. Also, the attacker will face hard complications to be able to change the tag as the tag is the output of Non-Linear Keyed Modulo function.
D. Check Tag Generation in Modified AEGIS
In the proposed paper, the inputs of the Check Tag function (C equivalent ) are the output ciphertexts (C 1, 2, 3 ... 1024 ) XORed with each other, as in (20) 
C equivalent is divided into parts of 16 bits (from part E 1 to part E 8 )
The output C equivalent split into 8 parts (from E 1 to E 8 ) each of 16-bits. Each part of these 8 parts is modulo multiplied (modulo 2 16 +1) with a key (K) to get a check tag value T i (i= 1, 2 ...8) , as in (21) and Fig. 3 . Check tag values from T 1 to T 8 with length 16-bit are concatenated to result in the final check tag value (T equivalent ) of lenght128-bit, as shown in Fig. 4 . T equivalent value is generated in transmitter side and sent to the receiver side. The receiver side also generates this value and compares the received value with the generated value at the receiver. If the two values are not identical request for retransmission of associated ciphertext is sent to the transmitter side. This Check Tag value provides a further secure authenticity to AEGIS encryption algorithm as it depends on the output ciphertexts not on the internal states. Fig. 3 . Generating check value tags from T1 to T8.
where (i from 1 to 8). 
E. Tag Partitioning
In the introduced Tag Partitioning method, every 1024 output ciphertexts are segmented and have a Check Tag value (T equivalent ). The Check Tag value (T equivalent ) is generated and attached to the relative segment in the padding of IP communication protocol [12] to reduce the size of transmission, and then sent to the receiver side. Also, T equivalent is generated at receiver side, the received T equivalent and the generated T equivalent at the receiver side will be compared. If they are identical, request for retransmitting the associated segment will not be sent, if not, a request for retransmitting the segment will be sent to the transmitter side. The introduced Tag Partitioning method reduces the time delay of retransmitting the wrong blocks during transmission.
F. Tag Insertion
The check Tag value is inserted in the unused frame of IP protocol to make no overhead on the communication channel [13] .
IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Error Propagation Attack
In error propagation attack, the attacker send incorrect ciphertext, as mentioned before in AEGIS the decryption of new ciphertext depends on the previous ciphertext; this will result in error propagation at receiver side as in equation (10), and request for retransmitting the whole file will be sent by the receiver side to the transmitter side. In the introduced paper, we overcome the error propagation attack by introducing Tag Partitioning technique, where, if the attacker sent incorrect ciphertext the associated authenticated tag will be changed and detected by the receiver and a request for retransmitting only the associated 1024 ciphertexts not all message will be sent to the transmitter.
B. Tag Changing Attack
In AEGIS, the authentication Tag is generated by Xoring the five internal states with each other. If an attacker changes one ciphertext and the associated authentication tag as in equations (12 -15) the receiver will not discover this change. This made the algorithm vulnerable to tag changing attack. Also, by changing one ciphertext the five internal states of AEGIS algorithm will change at the receiver side, this will results-in incorrect decryption of the proceeding ciphertexts and then error propagation. In the introduced paper, we overcome Tag Changing attack by making the Authentication Tag depend on ciphertexts not on the internal states, and the check tag value is generated as a result of Non-Linear keyed Modulo function which is immune to tag changing attack.
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN AEGIS AND MODIFIED AEGIS
A comparison between standard AEGIS and the proposed Modified AEGIS after applying the two solutions is done as shown in Table I . As shown in Table I , the modified AEGIS is favorable over the slandered AEGIS, as in modified AEGIS there is no error propagation in the whole transmitted file. Also, the time delay due to retransmission of faulty or changed blocks is smaller than that in standard AEGIS due to the use of tag partitioning. The use of non-linear function in modified AEGIS instead of normal XOR function to generate the tag made the modified AEGIS more secure and robust to the proposed two possible attacks over AEGIS.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we mitigate the effect of two attacks on AEGIS encryption algorithm which are error propagation attack and tag changing attack. New Check Tag authentication Function and Tag Partitioning method are introduced using Non-Linear Keyed Modulo Function to overcome these attacks. These solutions provide high security and authenticity levels, and made AEGIS immune to the proposed two attacks. Also, these contributions made AEGIS perform faster. Tag Partitioning concept is introduced to reduce the time delay of retransmission of wrong authenticated files, and check Tag function is introduced to make the Tag generation dependent on NonLinear Function with ciphertexts as inputs, not on the internal states, to detect any changes in ciphertexts during the transmission through the communication channel and to overcome the lack of security due to using XOR function (linear function) to get the authentication tag.
